2nd April 2019

Vindictive Voting
Although the votes last night, and last Wednesday were headlined as "Indicative Votes" they were though, in reality, - "Vindictive Votes" - because they were directed at those who
dared to vote to leave the European Union - against the wishes of the UK establishment.
These votes were in defiance of the result of 23rd June 2016 EU Referendum - thereby
setting the EU Quisling Parliament against the people of the United Kingdom.
The purpose of the votes - by the undemocratic Remain Parliament - was to simply overturn,
or water down, the result of the 2016 EU Referendum result and keep the UK trapped in the
political European Union; by removing the WTO Option - and it was orchestrated by the all
the usual suspects - and the plot continues - next time with Yvette Cooper (Blairite Euphile)
A brief overview of the results with comments is set out below:
1) Proposal by Kenneth Clarke that the Government should negotiate a “Permanent and
Comprehensive UK-wide Customs Union with the EU”. Result 276 votes to 273 (majority
3) - Kenneth Clarke is famous for stating that "He looked forward to when Westminster
was just a local Council Chamber in the EU"
A total of 37 anti-Brexit Tories backed the plan, including 9 junior government ministers:
Robert Buckland, Alan Duncan, Tobias Ellwood, Mark Field, Stephen Hammond, Margot
James, Anne Milton, Guy Opperman and Rory Stewart. (this was a free vote)
2) Proposed by Tory MP Nick Boles - “Common Market 2.0” would involve UK membership
of the European Free Trade Association and European Economic Area, allowing continued
participation in the Single Market and a “Comprehensive Customs Arrangement” (including
a UK say on future EU trade deals) with the EU after Brexit. It was rejected 282 votes to 261
(majority 21) - Nick Boles subsequently resigned the Tory whip.
3) Labour's Peter Kyle proposed a motion for a 2nd Second Referendum - by another
name - a “Confirmatory Public Vote” which was defeated by 292 votes to 280 (majority 12),
with 24 Labour MPs opposing it and a further 16 abstaining - including shadow cabinet
members Ian Lavery and Jon Trickett and nine junior shadow ministers.
4)SNP’s choice for a motion was a catch-all by Joanna Cherry - the SNP seeking "An
extension to the Article 50 process and that if this were not possible, to make Parliament
choose between either No Deal or revoking Article 50" Which was defeated by 292 votes to
191 (majority 101).
All of the motions selected by Speaker John Bercow - and put to the House - were voted
down; just as they were voted down last Wednesday - Bercow did not allow motions calling
for "A unilateral exit to the backstop"; "To leave on 12 April without a deal"; "To hold a
referendum in the case of no-deal" or "To rejoin the European Free Trade Association"

Common Purpose - Different Methods
The Common features within Parliament itself are that the political Left and SNP
want to keep the UK trapped in the European Union by any and all means.
The Labour Party, in particular since Corbyn met with May - and following his
last trip to chat with Barnier - has nailed its colours to the mast - totally ignoring
its 2017 General Election Manifesto pledges. Just as Brown did with the Lisbon
Treaty Referendum in 2007.

Corbyn voted in favour of the following motions: Clarke's "Customs Union"; Boles'
"Common Market 2.0" and Kyle's "2nd Referendum".

Clearly, nothing that the Labour Party promises can be relied upon by the UK
electorate - unless it is against the interests of the country - for example,
installing a Communist government in the UK
However, the Conservative Party MP's in these debates have consistently voted
for their Manifesto pledge - to uphold the 2016 Referendum result.
Meanwhile, Theresa May is deceiving the British People with her Withdrawal
Agreement Treaty and Political Declaration (WA&PD) - as evidence grows that
she did not carry out any significant negotiations with the EU.
According to an Article published by "the europrobe.org" website (see below)
she began negotiations with Angela Merkal in Berlin from May 2018 onward; not
with the EU - which resulted in the collaborative "Chequers Agreement".
An agreement that she "railroaded" through her Cabinet in July 2018; and is
now attempting to "railroad" through Parliament - as the "Withdrawal
Agreement Treaty and Political Declaration" (WA&PD) - all for the benefit of the
EU - not for the UK.
Theresa May is not offering "Brexit" - it will never happen under the Merkel / May
Treaty - so she is playing games - pretending it is consistent with the 2017
Conservative Manifesto - while knowing full well that it is not.
The Chequers Agreement is the core of the Withdrawal Treaty - and the
allegations against May are that she was working with Merkel in order to entrap
the UK and ensure that it could never compete against the EU.
Fortunately, the Labour Party don't like the Merkel / May Treaty - preferring not
to leave the EU under any circumstances - and, quite liking the idea that they
can sit in our Parliament - get paid and not do any work of any significance - as
EU puppets.
Meanwhile the Tory MP's have been torn between voting for the Treaty or voting
it down - because they believe the Manifesto commitment would be broken to
do otherwise and "Brexit" could be lost.
Theresa May has been playing on the Tory loyalty to the Manifesto in order to
push her Treacherous "Withdrawal" Treaty through the Commons - it must not
happen - it must be ditched; as soon as possible.

The Only Way Out
The only way out of the EU is the WTO option - though the EU may declare "Force Majeure"
to prevent it - and overrule the UK Parliament, even in the unlikely event that they voted for
it - more importantly the European Communities Act (1972) must be repealed to break the
link with the Treaty of Rome (1957) - and its control over the UK.

It was stated during the Referendum campaign that the EU needs the UK more than the
reverse - leaving on WTO would prove that to be the case - though life would be made
deliberately unpleasant for the UK population - in revenge for leaving.
The purpose of leaving the EU though is not so that we can upset the other 27 Member
States - on the contrary - we would welcome a trading mutually beneficial trading
relationship with the EU - but only as a sovereign nation; not as their bank guarantor.
The EU Customs Union and Single Market are not a Free-Trade Area - we pay through the
nose to be mistreated and abused whenever there is a crisis in the EU we usually end up
footing the bill - we not only pay fees - we pay tariffs and VAT - we are also subject to nontariff barriers (Regulations) - and interference in every level of society.
With the UK as part of the EU - the EU can decide who lives in the UK and provides them
with rights which exceed those of our 2.4 billion Commonwealth citizens and British
citizens alike - our "Supreme Court" is a puppet court of the ECJ.
Nor is their any evidence that the EU Customs Union and Single Market has been more
beneficial to the UK since 1992 than trading on WTO terms - as the majority of third
countries trade with the EU - 90% of UK businesses do not even trade with the EU (see
below)
The idea that if we stay in the EU we will maintain our vetoes and opt-outs and not have to
join the Euro - the Lisbon Treaty (2007) ensures that the UK will be required to join the Euro;
and that we will lose our Vetoes and Opt-outs.
We are signed up to the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) and follow the Maastricht
(1992) Debt and Deficit rules - designed to bring currency convergence with the Euro; our
Chancellor has to send his "Budget" proposal totals to the EU for approval (the reason for
UK Austerity) - following 13 years of misrule and failed financial manipulation by New
Labour, the Coalition and Cameron's governments.
We are not signed up to Schengan, but in 1997 Blair signed over the UK's Immigration and
Asylum Competence to the EU in the Amsterdam Treaty (1997) - so we have no control over
who comes to live in the UK - and the European Court of Justice (ECJ) has ruled that having
a criminal background is not enough to bar entry or settlement into a Member State.

With May now working with Corbyn to betray the country - we can see that
they really are - all in it together in an EU Quisling Parliament

